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INTRODUCTION: 

There is a fine line "What I hear, I forget. What I see, I remember. What I do, I 

understand." Bibhuti Bhusan Govt. P.T.T.I. is a teacher education institute where 

both teachers and trainee teachers engage in a unique thinking process to explore 

various educational paths. Here, students explore a variety of subjects within every 

moment, by contributing to their holistic development. The role of a teacher goes 

beyond merely conveying the curriculum; it also involves research oriented 

activity like how to present the material in a modern and engaging way. The 

institution tirelessly strives to instill the qualities of a true teacher in its trainee 

educators. Below, we will discuss some of the most exceptional educational 

exercises offered:- 

Project Based Learning: 

Project based learning is based on Knowledge through experience. It is a teaching 

method in which students learn by actively engaging in real world. In this 

Institution, trainee teachers create different types of project by which they learn 

how to represent in subject really stoically in front of students. 
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Teaching learning Materials (TLMs) making: 

Teaching learning Materials (TLMs) is known as instructional aides which are 

facilitated a teacher in achieving the learning objectives formulated by her or him 

prior to teaching learning activities start. In classroom teaching TLMs make 

teaching joyful. TLM serves as an important tool in classroom teaching. The role 

of TLMs in the classroom is to make learning real, practical and fun for children. 

Teachers use TLMs to illustrate or reinforce a skill, fact or idea. TLM also helps 

bring innovation and freshness to classroom teaching as it relieves students of 

anxiety, fear and boredom. 

In this Institution, A trainee teacher learns to make different types of TLM which 

develop the skill how to create the classroom interesting. Example: chart prepare, 

model making, poster making, Power Point Presentation etc. 
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Awareness programme: 

Awareness programme means community wide or audience specific programs or 

initiative that increase audience knowledge and share information and resources to 

promote safety. In this Institutions ,different kinds of awareness programs are 

arranged like-tree plantation, say no to plastic, jal dhoro jal voro project, dengue 

prevention programme etc. 
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Teaching skills development: 

Teaching skill practice is an important part of teacher education programme. In this 

D.EL.ED programme have many types of Micro Teaching Skills like- Skills of 

Developing Observation in Learners, Skills of Facilitating Child Centric Learning, 

Skills of Integrating Knowledge and Experience, Skills of Encouraging Learners to 

Enquire and Skills of Integrating Performing Art with Learning Situation 

Trainee teachers are practices all the skills for developing their teaching quality. 

This institution plays a vital role to develop the teaching skills of a student by 

using different aids. 

  

   

 


